
handmade is
thoughtful

gifting solutions
handmade with love,

from artisans
across the country.



change

gocoop is a national 
award-winning platform that 
connects India's artisans with 
customers from across the world

sustaining the livelihoods of artisan 
and weaver communities and 
cooperatives across the country

keeping alive centuries-old 
handloom and handicraft skills and 
traditions, passed down generations

and supporting environment-friendly 
and sustainable products and 
practices

join us in
crafting change together

is handmade

"our dream is to create and support 
one million sustainable livelihoods 

for artisans and weavers,
while promoting handmade, 

natural and sustainable products to 
consumers and buyers globally"

- Siva Devireddy
founder, gocoop



corporate gifts can be thoughtful too. 
handmade for a personal touch, the 

collection features gifts that liven up the 
workplace and beyond

from fabric-covered folders showcasing 
traditional motifs to recycled paper 

stationery, the collection is 
environment-friendly and memorable

corporate gifts

crafted for the team



a curated collection of do-it-yourself art & 
craft kits and toys that make learning fun 
and keep the roots alive

handcrafted by artisans, the collection 
features painting kits to bring the artforms 
including the Gond and Madhubani to 
life, woodblock printing kits to narrate the 
Panchatantra and more

DIY Kits

crafted for the family



open up a whole new world of handlooms and 
handicrafts with the gocoop gift card, 
applicable across a range of handmade 
products featured on our platform

crafted for every occasion, the gocoop 
collection features traditional sarees, 
contemporary wear, accessories, fabrics and 
dress materials for the designer in you, and a 
range of decor and furnishings for your home

gift cards

crafted for every occasion



our journey began 10 years ago, with a vision to build 
India's first global marketplace

dedicated exclusively to India's artisans

currently, the gocoop platform connects 350+ co-operatives
from 70+ clusters across the country

to make an enquiry or place an order, contact us

Sriranjini Raghuram +91 95919 44488

Jagadish Revanna +91 96119 91629

email: sales@gocoop.com | website: www.gocoop.com

Siva Devireddy +91 99000 36731

Sriranjini Raghuram +91 95919 44488


